Ice
use for graphics, you can use a little polish and rub
gently by hand to clean up marks before waxing.
,ike to protect the finish. For wax,
se just about anything that's available
Some are better than others so spend a
re and stick with the name brands. Don't
u5e';me cleaning waxes because you've already used
polish on the paint. The bike needs to be completely
dry before you start waxing, and compressed air is
the quickest way we know to get everything dry.
Next, apply a layer of wax to the entire bike. Once
the bike is waxed, take it off using cloths and
brushes to remove the wax dust. Youcan even wax
parts that get hot such as engine components.
We've heard of people using WD-40 to shine up
engines, but we'd never put anything on an engine
that could attract and hold dirt the way a lubricant
can. We wax engines by hand, using swabs and
brushes to apply the wax to the tight spaces.
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to chrome and aluminum

en we're cleaning chrome parts, we use
steel wool we can find and rub wax into
rub the steel wool over the chrome
at we're cleaning the part at the same
time we're applying the wax. You have to use
extremely fine steel wool or you will scratch the
chrome. Once the wax has dried, we wipe off the
excess wax to get the shine. People who own
bikes with polished aluminum need to keep up
their detailing maintenance. The longest I'd wait
between polishes is a month. People who live
close to the ocean can't even wait that long. After
the aluminum starts corroding or pitting, you
can't do much other than take the part off the
bike and get it polished at a machine shop. The
trick with aluminum is to make sure you dry it
after it gets wet. Don't let the water sit there on
the parts or they'll start corroding. If you ride your
bike in the rain, blow it off with compressed air
when you get home.
Don't forget the soft parts. We treat any leather
9.r¥lnyrp~Jts with a high-quality leather conditioll@r,~l1gulartreatment will keep the leather and
vinylJffltll fading. However, some people don't like
the slippery feel of a seat right after treatment. If a
customer asks us to put on tire brightener, we will.
We don't recommend it, but if you have to have it,
make sure that only the sidewall gets treated. The
stuff's slippery.

~~~~de~~ili~,a
routine part of your maintena~e.l}fl:~e'1~g
on how much a rider uses his
bik~iwe~fl:50f1l'll'Ienddoing a complete detail
ab?~tthrfl:~?i5four times a year for daily riders.
People with a short riding season or those who
don't ride often could probably get away with

Dr

once a year. In between detailings, regular washing and waxing will keep the bike looking new.
But you need to remember that when your bike
gets wet from washing or riding in the rain, you
don't want to let the water sit on it. Dry your bike
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if you can. You can't wash your bike too oftenas long as you remember to dry everything when
-Andy Torres
you're done.
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